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CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusion and Recommendations
Introduction
The purpose of the study was to determine if a high-functioning autistic female
(14 years of age) was capable of developing game structure strategies necessary to
participate in a game environment. Realizing that many variables can play an important
role in Jane's classroom success, I feel that all relevant variables were accounted for as
best as possible. These variables included teaching strategy, environment, motivation.,
attention, and so on. The study was completed over approximately a 6 month period.
The majority of sessions between Jane and me were completed in a quiet, isolated
gymnasium. However, in some instances Jane participated in a class with fellow special
education students.
The initial intent of the study was to develop game skills in a variety of sports.
However, that goal was unrealistic. I was naive to assume that a high-functioning autistic
girl can become a skilled performer in a variety of sports. Rather, one sport was more
realistic to consider in the study. That sport was basketball. Basketball was a sport Jane
enjoyed playing and in which she achieved a level of success. Consistent lessons were
completed with Jane two to three times a week. The lessons developed and refined skills
such as passing, dribbling, and shooting. Activities which combined these skills were
further attempted. Much benefit has arisen from this study for both Jane and me. This
learning and teaching experience has aided Jane in improving her game skills, as well as
improving her ability to function in a physical education environment. For myself, it has
given me the opportunity to study a disability in depth and learn from a hands-on
experience. My teaching skills have been greatly tested and improved as a result of this
learning experience. Some of the benefits and a basic summary of the study are
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discussed in the following section.
Insights and Commentary
First and foremost, I feel that I have demonstrated in this study that this high-
functioning autistic individual has the potential to develop the necessary motor
skills for a recreational environment or physical education class. Even though most
educational research may not agree with this finding, I feel that I have demonstrated that
a high-functioning autistic individual c·an develop and refine (relatively speaking) the
basketball skills necessary for a physical education environment. With proper instruction
and a positive, structured en,,~ironment,motor or sport skills can reach a sufficient level
of performance in the sport of basketball, and perhaps in other sports. Instruction should
focus on one sport and not on a variety of sports if refining is the goal. I feel that there
w-ere many factors which played a role in Jane's success in basketball. Some of these
factors are discussed.
The teaching strategies and schedule used during this study seemed to work
effectively and suit Jane's needs. For example, the intennittent spacing of practice times
and lesson structure used were contributors to the study. Lesson plans were not
completed each day~ rather a variety of scheduling was provided for Jane. Further,
beginning lessons with activities in which Jane achieved a high level of success was
beneficial. These lessons followed the principle of teaching activities from the least to
most difficult, allowing for a high level of success early during lessons. Early success led
to improved self-esteem, which in tum led to superior work in the gymnasium. Providing
demonstration and hands-on activities were also effective learning strategies.
Demonstrations were provided prior to beginning an activity or when giving feedback to
correct a movement error. Opportunities to practise were keys to improving sport skills.
In the above paragraph there exist features \vhich can help this autistic student
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reach a relatively high level of proficiency in the sport of basketball. In order for the
teacher to have the opportunity to utilize all of the suggestions, a method of delivering
the system should be in place. For example, the type of environment and teaching style
should be considered.
Within the Findings and Interpretations section of the paper it was demonstrated
that Jane worked best in an environment which was quiet and with few distractions. It
can also·be said that Jane enjoys working in groups and has the desire to interact.
Through some parts of the study Jane demonstrated an acceptable level of behavior \\lhen
working in groups. I feel that it was important for Jane to have the opportunity to
interact with her same-aged peers in order to have a model or example to develop the
appropriate group skills. Without any exposure to everyday examples of interaction she
may never develop those skills. Reflecting on the two environments Jane participated in~
she thrived within the environment with little stimuli and few distractions. During her
stay at a local high school Jane had difficulty becoming comfortable in the physical
education class (special needs students). There were interruptions during the class, such
as attendance taking, getting out equipment, as well as many' transitions Jane had to deal
with. The transitions were challenging for Jane to deal with, which led to discomfort and
anxiety. In addition, Jane felt alienated as one of only a few girls in the class. Jane's
size and personality also presented obstacles for successful interaction. However, within
the new environment at Notre Dame Adult Learning Center, Jane enjoyed the one-to-one
instruction she received, as well as the occasional participation in the physical education
class directed by Brock Physical Education students. Even though integration of special
needs students into regular curriculum is a goal for many teachers and school boards, i~
may not be the most conducive environment for learning. Teachers should consider the
goals of the class or unit when deciding to place Jane. The decision of placement should
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be left up to both the parents and teachers following observation over a prolonged period
of time, and then should be implemented with a worker and/or peer helper support.
The one-to-one instruction provided in the study was enjoyed by Jane and seemed
to be the most effective learning environment she experienced. It would be a fair
assessment to comment that the majority of students will excel (mentally or physically)
when they are given one-to-one instruction. In today's world of restricted budgets and
larger classroom sizes, providing one-to-one teacher-student interaction may not be
possible for the autistic student for whole, half~ or parts of a day. What, then, becomes
the quality of life for the autistic student or any other student who requires some one-to-
one assistance? How can educators contribute to a meaningful life for these students
when \ve cannot provide the assistance needed? It seems that education becomes a
secondary issue to providing a daycare service for these students. The one-to-one
instruction reduces the possibility of high anxiety levels with those students who have
difficulty interacting in a large classroom. Other teaching options \vhich can be
considered include peer tutoring, private tutors, or group collaboration. The instructor
must consider the social ramifications of incorporating these strategies into the
classroom.
In some cases, various students, including the autistic student, will require more
than one place to learn. Due to anxiety being associated with various places for some
students, alternate environments will have to be tested. The teacher should try to
determine the best learning environment for the student.
In addition, the teaching style has an impact on the delivery system. During the
beginning stages of learning, the command style of teaching was primarily used. I would
have a lesson plan or ideas scheduled for the day and try to follo\v them as closely' as I
could. Ho\vever~ as the study progressed~ the command style of teaching transformed
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into a cooperative approach between Jane and me. The principles of the command
style of teaching were still followed, but completed through a cooperative approach.
Jane became a partner in the learning environment., visible through suggestions and ideas
she brought forward. Learning became more personal for Jane through the cooperative
approach., reflecting in her effort. Jane's improvement was influenced by her own
suggestions and effort.
The issue of control during our work together played an insignificant role within
the study. Due to our previous established relationship and prolonged engagement over
the course of the study, Jane's acceptance of my instructions was positive. I was also
quite comfortable listening to suggestions from Jane. Jane's future teachers \vill have to
understand that having complete control over the learning environment may not be the
best teaching environment to have Jane involved in. Allow Jane the opportunity to
choose some of the activities she wants to complete. If these activities are not
appropriate for Jane, introduce alternatives and try to facilitate Jane to pick the activities
which are most beneficial. Provide Jane with at least the opportunity to have some
control over the learning environment.
Without the previous relationship that had existed between Jane and me, this
study would not have taken place. Jane's parents and special education worker should'
also be credited for making this project a success. I have known and worked alongside
Jane for approximately 4 years within movement settings. Thus, Jane was comfortable
working alongside me in a movement setting, and I was comfortable working with her.
There had always seemed to be a sense of trust and fondness for one another since we
were introduced. This sense of trust and genuine friendship allows us to carry on a
positive friendship to this date. I have grown to care for this person deeply, which is 'not
an easy thing for me to say_ Jane is aware of how I feel for her, and I believe she shares
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the same feelings for me. Without that sense of trust between teacher and student, the
motivation for learning will not occur. Regardless of the teaching strategies, methods, or
styles that I would try to incorporate into my lessons, without that sense of trust, Jane
would not show any effort. A sense of rapport was developed between Jane and me over
several years. This long-tenn exposure and engagement allowed this study to be
successful and meaningful for both of us.
Jane's future teachers should be prepared and understand that developing rapport
and trust with Jane will require meaningful time together. Personal and emotional
sacrifices will have to be made in order to create a sense of trust. Special education
students seem to possess an innate and accurate barometer of who cares and who does
not. In other words, ensure that your feelings are genuine. In my opinion, if a teacher
does not genuinely care for an~ respect the student he/she is working with, he/she is in
the wrong field. Further, special education teachers should prepare themselves to be
treated like a utility, good for one second, dismissed the next. We become good only if
the student benefits quickly, and disposable when discipline is administered. It is
important to remember, however, that the success achieved by the special education
student becomes so rewarding that previous treatment and feelings become insignifica~t
and forgotten.
What Have I Learned?
It is difficult to summarize all that I have learned through my work with Jane. I
feel that I have learned a tremendous amount about myself, both as a person and as an
instructor.
As an instructor, I feel that I have gained tremendous insight and knowledge into
the disability of autism. The benefit of working alongside an individual with autism has
allowed me to transform theory into meaningful practice. Without this opportunity to be
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involved, I feel I would not have gained a greater understanding of the disability. The'
hands-on work with Jane has provided meaningful and concrete understanding for
me. I understand that I still have plenty to learn about autism, but the study was a
step in the right direction. This study prov~idedknowledge in the area of teaching tools
and strategies when working with autistic students, as well as an opportunity to test the
strategies found in the literature. Moreover, research has also allowed me to test various
strategies to try with autistic individuals and determine what will and will not work. This
experience with Jane was incredibly beneficial for me and I hope it has helped Jane gain
confidence and appreciation for her abilities. Furthermore, I have gained an
appreciation for the abilities of autistic clients and what they bring to the teaching
environment. It was vvonderful to witness Jane's positive improvement in her basketball
skills. It ga\le me a sense of pride that Jane was capable of achieving improvement,
knowing that a small part of the improvement was due to my effort.
As an instructor it is imperative that I have taken away from this study the
importance of individualizing programming for special needs students or any students
\vho require it. If there were no individual programming for Jane., I believe the
improvement demonstrated by her would not have taken place. Due to the wide range ~f
ability levels in the classroom, teachers (including myself) may have to provide flexible
and accommodating individual programs for their students.
In addition, I have learned not to underestimate or overestimate the abilities of the
students. Provide time for fair evaluations to determine a suitable course of action for
the student. Developing other teaching characteristics such as providing clear directions
and being patient and flexible are other tools I will take away from this study.
As a person, I feel that I have learned \vhat it feels like to have a younger
sibling. I am the youngest of three boys and had always wondered what it would be like
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to have a younger sibling. For about 6 months, I had the opportunity to interact and'
spend time with a younger, but not physically smaller, girl, who sort of felt like my sister.
It would have been more beneficial for both our friendship and the study if we had lived
closer together. Unfortunately, we only had the opportunity to spend 2-3 days a week
together. It was enjoyable to have the experience of working with a younger friend., or
can I sayan "almost sister".
The most significant personal learning tool which I have gained from this study is
the importance of putting life into perspective. I have learned to value the small things in
life that I take for granted. Everyday activities which are instinctive for me are not the
same for Jane. Jane has little control of what goes on in the world she lives in, such as
controlling her body' and mind to say and do things. Life becomes frustrating for Jane,
and I wish I could do more to solv~e her frustration, but I cannot. Rather, I should learn
from her experience and appreciate my life to the highest level. Most importantly, my
experience with Jane has provided direction for my'life. OUf work together has provided
the frame\vork for me to begin working in the area of special education. I plan to find
employment in the field of special education, trying to make a more productiv'e and
creative life for those that I will encounter. For this direction, I thank Jane immensely.
Implications
This study has demonstrated some of the features of structure that have proven
useful in a physical education class for high-functioning autistic students. These features
are physical organization, scheduling, and teaching methods. The key to using each of
these features effectively is individualization. A classroom that is physically "veIl
organized and scheduled will not benefit students unless individual student strengths and
needs are considered in the planning phase. A teacher who uses teaching methods such
as prompts and reinforcement cannot do so effectively without assessing individual
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student interest and learning styles. In order to achieve personal knowledge about a
special education student, rapport is a necessity. How can one plan for a student when
one really does not know the student? It should be remembered that trust and friendship
between the student and the teacher make for a more enjoyable and successful
enVIronment.
An alternative method of assessing autistic or any special needs student should
become a consideration for curriculum guidelines. Within the observation section, the
movement profile was presented as an alternative for assessing movement performance.
Even though the movement profile is an excellent tool for assessing performance, I
question whether autistic students should be assessed in the physical education setting, or
any other setting for that matter. How can educators assess an autistic student when they
do not know \vhat to assess? There is no cure for autism and 'lery few autistic individuals
can understand what is going on in their own minds. In some cases, autistic students do
not have the ability to communicate what they are feeling. The question can be asked
whether it is fair to assess the autistic student when the assessor does not know what is
happening mentally or physically.
Furthermore, I feel I have provided a thorough description of teaching tools and.
strategies instructors can reference. Within my literature review, I have provided an
abundance of information for games programming, evaluation, strategies, and so on,
which instructors can access. This information is applicable to most students found in
the school systems. Furthermore, a large section of the review of literature examined the
disability of autism. This source of information can be used for those wishing to learn
more about the disability or for students completing a related project.
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Listed in point form below are strategies and tips on how to teach Jane in a
physical education setting:
1. Intermittent spacing of practice: Avoid practicing on a daily· basis. There
exists the potential to overload Jane with information and new movement patterns. Jane
may need breaks between practices for effective learning. If Jane is comfortable with
daily movement, I definitely recommend that she receive some form of physical activity
on a daily basis.
2. Consistent routines: Keep daily lesson plans as consistent as can be. Inform
Jane of any changes in schedule.
3. Begin with lessons in \v-hich she achieved a high level of success: In order to
foster a positive en'vironment to work within, begin with activities that Jane will succeed
in. A successful Jane is much more enjoyable and productive to work with than an
unsuccessful Jane.
4. Skill teaching: Teaching activities should progress from least to most difficult
during the lesson. Completing simple activities will provide Jane with a sense of
confidence at the beginning of the lesson. Ensure that basic movement skills are learned
before moving on to more challenging tasks.
5. Demonstrations: Demonstrations are extremely helpful teaching tips when
working with Jane. Jane learns best through visual and tactile techniques~ thus, be
prepared to use them.
6. Exposure: Without the opportunity to practise, skill refinement will not come
about. Unless Jane is provided with opportunities to practice, skill improvement will not
occur.
7. Feedback: During the research project, I discovered that Jane learned best
through the use of tactile, verbal, and visual forms of feedback. In some instances,
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combinations of these forms of feedback were· used effectively.
8. Environment: An important component of this study was fostering a positi\le
environment to work within. It is important to determine what environment Jane worked
best within. Best effort was visible in a quiet environment.
9. Providing positive reinforcement: Positive reinforcement was provided
through vocal reinforcement or through tangible items such as food, extra time on the
computer or on instruments.
10. Motor skills can be improved, and fine motor skills saw large improvements
(dribbling)~ however, some of the gross motor activities such as traveling backwards or
sideways \vere usually challenging.
11. Follow the suggested teaching strategy provided by the specific board~
however the focus should be on developing appropriate sport skills. The focus must be
on process rather than product.
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Appendix A
l)re-Movelnent Profile
LEGEND: a)dominant, frequent, sometimes, seldom! not present - describes frequency ofaction
: b} excellent, good, (air, poor - describes quality orne/ion **where aPJ!licable
BODY AWARENESS: SPACE AWAREN-ESS
1. Basic body function:
bend - seldoln, fair
stretch - seldom, good
curl ... seldolTI, fair
twist ... sometimes, fair
2. Body Parts Can
a) bend, cllrl, stretch, twist - seldoln, fair
b) lead an action - seldoln, fair
c) lneet and part - sometitnes, fair
d) be used. symmetrically & asymetrical1y ... sotlletilnes, faiT
3. Weightbearing
a) support (body parts taking weight) - legs dOlninant
b) transference of weight - poor, fair
c) balance - counterbalance - NA
counterresistance - NA
countertension - NA
4. Body Actions
a) locomotion ... fair, dOlninant walker
b) elevation ... fair, seldolTI
c) turns - fair, dominant direct pathways
d) gestures - frequent,
e) inversion - NA
1. f)ersonal Space- Kinesphere
a) 3-dilnensional cross- poor, seldom
b) diagonals ... poor, seldotn
c) planes - poor, seldom
2. (Jenera) Space:
a) levels- high -seldon1
Inediutn ... frequent
low - seldolTI
b) pathways:
air - NA
floor- straight - donlinant
angular - seJdOlTI
curved - seldom
twisted ... seldoJTI
c) extensions
large - seldom, fair
small - sotnetimes, fair
near ... fair, frequ.ent
far ... poor, seldll111
d) directions
forward - dOlninant, good
backward - seldom, poor
sideways - seldotn, poor
up & down - seldom, poor
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5. Body Shapes
a) pin - seldom, poor
b) wall - seldoln, fair
c) ball -seldolTI, poor
d) screw - seldom, faif
e) spikey - seldom, poor
6. Spatial.Mass
7. Symmetrical &
ASYlnmetrical use of the body -sometl1nes
8. Motion and Stillness - sometimes, fair
9. F·light : NA
lO.Manipulative & '
Nonmanipulative - fair quality of perforlnance
diagonals -seldoITI, poor
3. Space Words
over - fair, sOlnetitnes
under - fair, seld()m
around - fair, sOlnetilnes
near - fair, seldolTI
far - fair, seldoln
towards -fair, sOlnetitnes
away - good, sometitnes
frotn - go()d, sOlnetitnes
onto - NA
into - NA
above - poor, seldom
below - poor, seldoln
4. lJsing Space:
explore - fair, sotnetimes
penetrate - fair, seldoln
fill - NA
surround - fair, sOlnetilnes
replace - NA
5. Spatial Mass
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2. With People
a) alone - poor
b) alone in a ITIaSS -poor
c) partners, stnal1 groups, large groups - fair
1. With objects
a) tnanipulative: send- good
receive- fair
retain- fair
b) nonmanipulative: ()bstacle - fair
extension -poor
targets - fair
apparatus - fair
d) intergroup relationships - poor
1. Qualities:
a) weight - finn (strong) .. dominant
fine (light) .. seldotn
heavy - freqllent
b) time .. sudden (fast)- frequent
sustained (sJ()w) - seldom
c) space - direct (straight) - dOlninant
flexible (wavy) - seldom
d) flow .. bound (stoppable) ... sometimes
free (ongoing) - frequent
2. Emphasize one element
(cooperatively/competitively)
3. Emphasize two elements
4. Basic Effort Actions:
a) thrust (sudden, firm, direct)- frequent
b) slash (sudden, firnl, flexible)- frequent
c) flick (sudden, fine, tlexible)- sOlnetimes
d) dab (sudden, fine, direct)- seldom
e) press (sustained, firlTI, direct)- seldolTI
f) wring (sustained, firl11, flexjble)-not present
g) float (susta.ined, fine, flexible)- seldom
h) glide (sustained, fine~ direct) .. seldo",n
copy .. fair
Juatch .. fair
tnirror - fair
contrast -poor
lead/follow -good
cannons ... NA
take turns -fair
question/answer - poor
action/reaction - fair
dance together-good
travel with-fair
conversation -poor
unlson- po()r
lnerge/disperse -poor
near/tar - poor
passing-fair
dance to - good
abovelbelo\v -poor
sinking- poor
send -fair
receive - fair
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Appendix 13
.~Q.st-Movelnent Study
LEGEND: a)dominant, frequent, sometimes, seldom! not present -describes frequency olactioll
: b) excellent, good, fair, poor - describes qua/ilf ofaction **where applicable
BOD),~ AWARENESS: SPACE AWAREN.ESS
1. Basic body function:
bend ... seldom, fair
stretch - sOlnetimes, good
curl - sometimes, good
twist - sometimes, good
2. Body Parts Can
a) bend, curl, stretch, twist ... sometimes, g()od
b) lead an action sometimes, good
c) meet and part sometitnes, good
d) be used symmetrically & asymetrical1y - sOlnetitnes, good
3. Weightbearing
a) support (body parts taking weight) - legs dOlninant
b) transference of weight - sometimes, good
c) balance .. counterbalance -NA
counterresista.nce - NA
countertension - NA
4. Body Actions
a) locotnotion - sometime runner, good
b) elevation ... seldom, fair
c) turns - seldom, fair
d) gestures - frequent
e) inversion - NA
1. Personal Space- Kinesphere
a) 3-dimensional cross- seldom, fair
b) diagonals - sOlnetimes, fair
c) planes - seldolTI, fair
2. General Space:
a) levels- high - sOlnetimes, poor
medium - frequent, good
low - sometilnes, fair
b) path\vays:
air - NA
floor- straight - dOlninant, excelJent
angular - sometimes, good
curved - sometilnes, good
twisted ... sOlnetitnes, fair
c) extensions
large - sometimes, fair
small - sometilnes, fair
near ... frequent, good
far - sOlnetilTIeS, fair
d) directions
forward - dotninant, excellent
backward - sometimes, good
sideways - sotnetilnes, good
up & down - seldoln, fair
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5. Body Shapes
a) pin - seldom, fair
b) waH seldom, fair
c) ball seldom, fair
d) screw - seldolTI, fair
e) spikey ... seldom, fair
6. Spatial Mass
7. Sylnmetrica.1 &
Asymmetrical use of the bod.y .. sometitnes, good
8.M{)tion and Stillness ... sometilnes, good
9. Flight:
·10. Manipulative &
Nonmanipulative ...
diagonals -sOtnetilnes. good
3. Space Words
over ... sOlneitmes, good
under ... sometilnes, good
around ... sOlnetilnes, good.
near ... SOlnetl1nes, good
far .. sOtnetilnes, good
to\vards - frequent, good
away sOlnetitnes, gOO(]
[rOlTI sometimes, good
onto NA
into NA
above ... sometinles, fair
below .. seldolTI, fair
4. lJsing Space:
explore - sOlneittnes, good
penetrate - sOlnetitnes, fair
fill ... NA
surround ... sometimes, good
replace - NA
5. Spatial Mass
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d) intergroup relationships - fair
1. With objects
a) rnani~)ulative: send- excellent
receive- good
retain- good
b) nontnanipulative: obstacle - good
extension - good
targets - excellent
apparatus - good
2. With People
a) alone - good
b) alone in a mass - fair
c) partners, sInal1 groups, large gr()ups - good
1. Qualities:
a) weight - firm (strong) - dominant, excellent
fine (11ght) -sometimes, good
heavy - frequent, good.
b) time - sudden (fast)- frequent, good
sustained (slow) - sometimes, fair
c) space - direct (straight) ... dOlninant, excellent
flexible (wavy) - sometimes, good
d) flow ... bound (stoppable) - sometimes, fair
free (ongoing) - frequent, good
2. Emphasize one eletnent
(cooperatively/competitively)
3. Elnphasize two elements
4. Basic Effort Actions:
a) thrllst (sudden, firm, direct)- frequent, good
b) slash (sudden, fiT1TI, flexible)- frequent, good
c) flick (sudden, fine, flexible)- sometimes, fajr
d) dab (sudden, fine, direct)- sometl1nes, fair
e) press (sustained, firm, direct)- seldolTI, fair
f) wring (sustained, firm, flexible)- NA
g) float (sustained, fine,flexible)- sometiJnes, fair
h) glide (sustained, fine, direct) - sOlnetimes, fair
copy- good questions/answer - fair
Inatch - good action/reaction- good
lnirror - good dance together- NA
contrast - fair travel with- good
lead/follow - good conversati()n - good
cannons -NA u.nison - good
take turns - fair lnerge/disperse - fair
near/far - good
passing- good
dance to - NA
al1ove/lJe)o\v - fair
sinking- fair
send - excellent
receive - good
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BODY AWARENESS
1. Basic functions: bend or curl, stretch or twist
2. Bodv parts:
Recognition (i) of the part used
(ii) of the part stressed
B. Body parts can bend, curl, or stretch, twist
C. Body parts can lead an action
D. Body parts can meet and part
E. Body parts can be used symmetrically or
asymmetrically
3. Weightbearing:
A. Support - parts taking the weight
B. Transference of weight
C. Balance
4. Bodvactions:
A. Identification (i) locomotion
(ii) elevations
(iii) turns
B. Gestures
C. Holding or carrying actions which
establish stillness
5. Body shapes: pin, wall, ball, screw
6. Symmetrical and asymmetrical uses of the body
EFFORT
1. Effort qualities of movement
A. Weight: firm (strong), fine touch (light),
heavy
B. Time: sudden (fast), sustained (slow)
C. Space: direct (straight), flexible (wavy)
2. Emphasizing one element
3. Emphasizing two elements simultaneuosly
4. Basic effort actions
2. Orientation to personal space
lA,... The three dimensional cross
B. Diagonals
C. Planes
3. Levels: low, medium, high
4. Pathways in space: floor
patterns: air patterns
5. Extensions in space: large.,
small, near, far
RELATIONSHIPS
1. With objects:
A. The manipulative relationship
B. The non-manipulative .
relationship (i) an obstacle
(ii) an extension
(iii) a target
2. With people:
A. Alone
B. Alone in a mass
C. Partners: cooperative,
competitive
D. Groups
E. Intergroup relationships
Stanley., S. Physical education: A movement orientation. Toronto: McGraw Hill
Ryerson.
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Appendix 0
Data Collection Sample
Tuesday November 28, 1997.
.. special ed. worker joined us for workout. Worker .. Sherri
.. commented that Jane had improved her movement skills in many areas. ("her hand-eye
coordination has improved substantially").
Footwork: footwork ( walking, traveling sideways, side stepping) has improved, can
open-close efficiently, movements are slow - little speed is demonstrated
.. diagonals .. beginning to become more efficient/comfortable with diagonal directions
Passing- chest pass is efficient, can change the quality of the pass when given instruction
(can throw a pass hard and soft- depending on the distance)
.. can mov~e and complete a chest pass at the same time, moves in various directions
- beginning to step into chest pass- using more of her body to complete the pass
- can move backwards and complete pass
Bounce Pass- very poor ability to complete a bounce pass
.. pass usually originates from above her head, has difficulty passing the ball from the
chest area
- tends to slap the ball against the ground~ rather than push the ball \vhen completing a
bounce pass
.. quality/force of pass is poor/nonexistent
Dribbling- right hand dribble .. movement is very positive., still has difficulty keeping
head up when dribbling
- enjoys dribbling in a linear motion
- dribbling with non-dominant hand is weak, needs improv'ement
- changing directions when dribbling is poor, enjoys picking a line (large visible line) and
dribbling over it - visual cue is important to Jane
- refuses to dribble when traveling backwards
Shooting - has difficulty determining the amount of force required when standing at
different distances.
- comfortable shooting in front of the basket, angles are difficult for Jane to shot from
Rules: unable to understand that a player cannot walk while maintaining possession of
the ball (can only take 2 steps)
- continues to dribble and stop, then dribble and stop again - difficulty maintaining
possession of the ball.
- frustrating because she occasionally refuses to listen to me, however extremely
receptive to instruction \",hen special education worker is available. Exists a high level of'
rapport between student and worker. Worker knows what buttons to push.
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- following one week at CPRl~ Jane's disposition is much healthier and happier.
- there seems to be an unusual ("aura'" around her
- somewhat more receptive to instruction compared to previous sessions together, shows
a dislike for instruction at the beginning of work-outs
Locomotion:
- as usual- Jane was comfortable moving in a forward direction using different methods
of locomotion ( walking, slow run, side-step)
- desires to change speed - demonstrates an ability to change speeds when she wants,
however she claims she is tired and does not want to continue
- comfortable moving in various directions and pathways
- moving backwards poses some problems for Jane, she requires encouragement! positive
reinforcement to move in that direction
- moves slowly backwards-refuses to travel at a fast speed when traveling at a rapid speed
Bounce Pass- seems to ha\l~e made some strides in skill development, mechanics behind
the pass are improving- where the ball is being released from & the body parts involved
- however flicks the ball - rather than passing the ball
Dribbling- comfortable dribbling with dominant hand moving forwards and in various
pathways/directions
- dribbling with non-dominant hand needs some improvement, Jane can move in various
directions and path\tvays but slower compared to the dominant hand.
- Jane is beginning to understand why I am teaching her to use her body and free hand to
protect the ball when dribbling
-Cognitively she is beginning to understand some of the basketball skills and when to use
them
- changing hands when dribbling stationary is very efficient
- has some difficulty keeping her head up when dribbling
- refuses to make eye contact when she is completing a pass
Shooting - will shot from spots in which she receives a high level of success
- beginning to use her legs when she shots - ++++ sign
- combining activities - pass-move-shot = movement is slow., requires several prompts to
complete activity
Insights:- Jane seems very sensitive to tactile stimulation, seems to enjoy it, use it as
ad\trantage to have her move.
- relate an activity to something, someone she likes-boys
- complete activities relating to beats, as in music beats, dribble in sync with beat (clap of'
hand)
-Lynn is a huge asset- Jane will move and work much harder when Lynn is there to 0
encourage her
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Appendix E
Assessment Report
EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS REPORT: DISCHARGE
DATE:
STUDENT:
TEACHERS
MARCH 30,1998
Ji\NE D.O.B.-
RESIDENCE -
INSTRUCTIONAL THERAPIST:
PRINCIPAL: CASE NlJMBER:-
The provision of educational programs for students presenting beha'vioral and emotional
disorders and/or developmental disabilities, who are in residence at C.P.R.!., Cottage 19,
Genesis and Phoenix Units, is currently the responsibility of the London District Catholic
School Board. Educational programs are now offered at St.Thomas Aquinas SchooL
The opportunity for secondary school regular class integrations is available for students,
who meet the appropriate secondary school age and placement requirements.
Educational services for these adolescents were fonnerly provided at the Madeline Hardy
- C.P.R.!., Thames Valley District School Board, London, Ontario.
Jane has attended the Phoenix Dual Diagnosis Behavioral Class at St.Thomas Aquinas
from February 6, 1998 until March 13, 1998.
CLASSROOM OBSERVATrONS
Jane presented as s student with a number of strengths. She was able to be happy and
pleasant, often displaying a sense of humour. Jane liked to participate in most activities.
She demonstrated a relative strength in reading and general knowledge. Sam
demonstrated an interest in a wide variety of information.
Jane worked on a variety of language arts activities including a spelling/grammar
program, Spelling Words for Writing, which introduced words, used words in phrases
and sentences, and included a variety of word recognition exercises. She completed part
of the Superstars unit which included short stories on famous athletes with related
questions. Jane required support to complete this activity, demonstrating difficulty with
inferencing questions and many of the comprehension questions. She enjoyed writing
stories and her journal on the computer.
risk taking associated with spelling new or unfamiliar vocabulary \vas challenging for
was unsure of the spelling of a word she insisted on assistance for the correct form.
just begun an adult literacy program, Laubach - Level 4, at the time of her discharge.
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. \Vhen
.. had
In Math, had been working on telling time to five minute intervals. This skill was not well-
consolidated but her ability was enhanced by the use of counting aids. She had also begun a unit on
the development of calendar skills and was experiencing success.
In addition to her individual programming, ~3.rticipated in a number of group activities. Our
class begins its day with a morning chart including news, weather and calendar. enjoyed this
activity, frequently volunteering information but she had difficulty with turn taking. A brief
Snack and Socialize period takes place most days. ~,:~as very helpful when taking her tum to
prepare snack and cleaning up. During Social Skills\ _participated in short discussions and
short role-plays. The topics have included: teasing, starting and maintaining a friendship. Our
class worked on a unit called OUf Body. took part in our discussions, labelled pictures orally
and completed her worksheets with assistance. The class listened to the novel Heidi and was
listening to The Family Under the Bridge. listened to our novels most of the time and was
often able to answer questions.
During our twenty minute leisure time often chose to work independently on a limited
number of activities including puzzles, colouring and games on the computer.
Our class outings have included a number of swimming trips, a visit to the central library, and
trips to the mall to purchase classroom rewards and kitchen utensils. While "behaviour was
relatively appropriate, she frequently spoke to herself and others. equired cues to modulate the
volume ofher voice for the setting she was in. was also observed to be uninhibited in directing
conversation to persons that she encountered during community outings. jenefitted from verbal
prompts to focus her conversation and commentary on topics pertinent to the group discussion or
subject ofthe outing. She walked daily to and from school and participated in a weekly swim.
required supports to dress herself at the aquatic centre. In this situation she demonstrated arixious
behaviour that would escalate and manifest itselfin loud, impolite comments to other members of the
facility, frequent self talk and verbalization of fears that people were hurting or were going to leave
her. This behaviour decreased when her jewellery was left at the Phoenix residence but continued
to be present at some level during each swimming trip.
Cooking was an activity wished to participate in but she had difficulty refraining from touching
herselfand food during our cooking sessions. consistently wanted to taste the ingredients and
batter. She was able to effectively take turns preparing snack and clean up after. 'ppeared
to enjoy all art activities and would produce more samples after the art period was finished.
SOCIAL/BEHAVIOURAL DEVELOPl\1ENT
Initially ~ social presentation in our classroom fluctuated in that at times she was a happy
student, with an engaging sense of humour, aware of her environment and demonstrating a caring
Page 3
nature. At other times,__ was less cooperative and viewed those around her unfavourably.
Behaviours that were noted as excessive or those which interfered with the learning of peers-were
targeted by her teacher as goal areas upon which to build alternative, more inviting replacement
behaviours. The intent was to facilitate a more consistent presentationof~positive traits.
This type of redirection encouraged ell, to utilize choice making 'to obtain positive social
recognition and opportllnities to engage in rewarding activities of her liking. Interfering
behaviours included frequent verbal interruptions, monopolizing conversations, excessively loud
speech and relating to peers in an authoritative, directing fashion.
Positive behavioural growth realizedb~ included an increase in her willingness to follow
through and positively respond to teacher requests and direction, improved levels of conversational
tum-taking, adapting to classroom routines in a new, classroom environment, and a decrease in
initiating unsolicited conversation with persons encountered during walks and community outings.
_ responded well to verbal cues, positive attention and frrm, judicious guidelines with respect
to behavioural expectations and social deportment.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Academic
~might benefit from working on modified reading and math programs which target the
acquisition of functional literacy and math skills necessary for daily living in the community.
..might benefit from a structured classroom placement providing clear and finn expectations
and behavioural boundaries.
__ might benefit from a school program which offers work placements, community awareness
training and an individualized academic program.
~mightbenefit from receiving ongoing academic support, encouragement and verbal praise
from her instructors.
Social/Behavioural Development
-'might benefit from engaging in activities with small groups and working in co-operative
learning situations.
..might benefit from opportunities to engage in activities, where she may model socially
acceptable behaviours in the presence of typical, same age peers .
..might benefit from supervised extracurricular activities which develop her self-confid~nce,
provide her with good role models and opportunities to develop appropriate peer relationships .
..might benefit from encouragement to engage in appropriate behaviours within the class and

